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Introduction

Category theory was introduced by Saunders Mac Lane and

Samuel Eilenberg in a paper titled “General theory of natural

equivalences” published in 1945.

Originally used in algebraic topology and homological algebra.

Turned out to have very wide-ranging applications, also outside

mathematics.
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� A branch of mathematics.

� A language to present mathematics.

Similar to set theory in this respect. But:

� In set theories like ZF(C), a set is determined by its elements.

(“What does it contain?”)

� In category theory, a set is determined by its relationship with

other sets. (“How does it behave?”) 1



Introduction

A category provides a context to study objects in terms of the

transformations between them.

Makes it possible to recognise that seemingly different

mathematical objects behave in the same way and so, categorically

speaking, they are the same. For example:

1. A record type behaves like a cartesian product of sets: both

are instances of a product in a category of types and in a

category of sets, respectively.

2. Words in an alphabet behave like a discrete topological space

(in the respective categories): both are instances of the action

of a left adjoint functor from a category of sets, i.e. a free

structure on sets.
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Outline

1. Categories

2. Functors (transformations between categories)

3. Products, coproducts and exponentials.

4. Natural transformations (transformations between functors)

5. Adjunctions (and monads?)
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These topics do not necessarily match lectures.
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More examples

1. Sets & functions, finite sets & functions, sets & partial

functions, sets & binary relations, . . .

2. Groups & homomorphisms, monoids & homom., rings &

homom, . . .

3. Vector spaces & linear maps, topological spaces & continuous

functions, metric spaces & isometries, . . .

4. Preorders & monotone functions, Boolean algebras &

homom., distributive lattices & homom., Heyting algebras &

homom., . . .

5. Syntactic/classifying categories & interpretations.
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